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Staging tele-presence by embodying avatars: evidence
from Let’s Play Videos
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Abstract
In so called Let’s Plays, video gaming is presented and verbally
commented by Let’s Players on the internet for an audience. When
only watched but not played, the most attractive features of video
games, immersion and interactivity, get lost – at least for the internet
audience. We assume that the accompanying reactions (transmitted
via a so-called facecam) and verbal comments of Let’s Players on
their game for an audience contribute to an embodiment of their
avatars which makes watching a video game more attractive.
Following an ethnomethodological conversation analytical (EMCA)
approach, our paper focusses on two practices of embodying
avatars. A first practice is that Let’s Players verbally formulate their
actions in the game. By that, they make their experiences and the
'actions' of avatars more transparent. Secondly, they produce
response cries (Goffman) in reaction to game events. By that, they
enhance the liveliness of their avatars. Both practices contribute to
a co-construction of a specific kind of (tele-)presence.
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1 Introduction
The research objects of our contribution are so-called Let’s Plays, in
which video games are played for an internet audience (cf. Hale
2013; Ackermann 2016a). To make watching a video game attractive
for viewers, the gamer(s) usually produce verbal as well as embodied
comments on their game. In addition, their face often appears in an
extra video embedded within the feed of the video game (a so-called
facecam) (cf. section 2, fig. 1). This allows spectators access to the
verbal and embodied reactions of the players during the game.
Essentially, gamers take on the additional role of a moderator, not
only playing but also mediating their game play activities for an
audience. By doing this they try to make their game play ‘watchable’
(cf. Schmidt/Marx 2020). One crucial aspect that enhances the
pleasure of watching a video game is to make moves in the game
more transparent and understandable for viewers. For this purpose,
gamers verbally formulate their game moves (e.g. now I knock at a
door). In addition, they produce exclamations or following Goffman
(1981b) response cries during or after their actions like oh if they are
surprised or ahhh if they are shocked or frightened by game events.
In this way they animate their avatars. We understand such practices
of either formulating actions or animating avatars as an embodiment
of avatars by gamers for viewers.
By doing so, gamers construct a specific kind of participation
framework (cf. Goffman 1981a; Goodwin/Goodwin 2004) consisting
of a) a human-machine-interaction (playing the game) which results
b) in represented virtual activities (avatars ‘doing’ something within
the game) which are c) presented for viewers. By animating their
avatars and making their game moves more understandable by
verbally formulating their actions, gamers stage (tele-)presence as
they allow the spectators to participate in their immediate
experience.
Our contribution focuses on the types of practices gamers employ
to embody their avatars in video games for an internet audience. We
investigate two main practices of Let’s Players, formulating actions
and animating avatars via response cries, which interact in the
embodiment of avatars.
Our contribution follows an interactional perspective, or more
precisely, a multimodally extended EMCA approach, which asks
how participants create social reality. EMCA stands for Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis (cf. Heritage 1984a). By
multimodal extension, we mean that the focus is not only on talk,
but also on embodied actions, including the use of objects, media
technology and space (cf. Deppermann 2013; Mondada 2008;
Streeck/Goodwin/LeBaron 2011). Specifically, our analysis focuses
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on the strategies or practices that players employ to make their Let’s
Plays attractive and engaging for potential viewers (and therefore
“watchable”).
In section two and three we outline the specific participation
framework of Let’s Plays. After a brief introduction of our data base
in section four, we analyze practices of formulating one's own
actions (5.1) and of animating avatars via response cries (5.2) in
section five.

2 Let’s Plays and their participation framework
Our paper aims to contribute to a growing body of studies dealing
with computer gaming from an interaction-theoretical perspective
(cf. summarizing Reeves/Greiffenhagen/Laurier 2016). Most studies
emphasize that playing a computer game extends interaction to a
virtual world and, by that, creates a different and – in the case of
several players – a more complex participation framework1 (cf.
Keating/Sunakawa 2010; Laurier/Reeves 2014; Mondada 2012;
Piirainen-Marsh 2012; Tekin/Reeves 2017) as well as different time
layers (at least the time prescribed by the game play and time in
terms of interaction) which have to be temporally coordinated (cf.
Mondada 2013).
In the simplest case of gaming, which is playing alone, two levels
of (inter)action arise: First, there is an interaction between the player
and the computer, that is, a kind of human-machine-interaction,
whose base is a control action by the player (e.g. moving the mouse).
Secondly, this creates a represented (inter)action within the game
(e.g. an avatar’s knocking at a door or an avatar’s fight with a nonplay character). We call this game action. Control actions happen in
the real world, game actions in the game world.
Computer games can be played alone or together. Playing
together creates additional levels of interaction in the real world as
well as in the game world. When several players control different
avatars in a joint game, interactions between the players (either
because they are co-present or because they are connected via
technology) and/or between their avatars on screen may occur (cf.

1

The notion “participation framework” (Goffman 1981a: 137) describes the
relations which participants accomplish in and through their communication.
Participation frameworks are on the one hand constrained and enabled by
situational and technological parameters (for instance, by whether a
communication is face-to-face or technically mediated, whether it is written or
oral etc.; cf. Meyrowitz 1990). On the other hand, participation frameworks are
indexed by the ongoing activities of the participants, and therefore are in
constant flux (cf. Goodwin/Goodwin 2004; Arminen/Spagnolli/Licoppe 2016).
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Mondada 2012; Baldauf-Quilliatre/Colón de Carvajal 2019; Marx/
Schmidt 2019). However, in the following we focus mainly on single
players who present their gaming activities to an internet audience.
In Let’s Plays, video games are not only played but presented to
an internet audience. Following Dynel (2014), this creates a
communication with videos (in this case gaming videos) on a senderrecipient-level (see also Schmidt/Marx 2019 for a more detailed
discussion of the participation framework of Let’s Plays as YouTube
videos). In addition, Let’s Players not only present videos but comment verbally and bodily on them via a facecam while playing the
video game. Figure 1 shows the typical representation of Let’s Plays.

Figure 1: Typical representation of a Let’s Play
The verbal comments and bodily reactions of the players add an
extra level of communication, a kind of para-social interaction (cf.
Horton/Wohl 1956) or – as Ayaß (1993) has suggested renaming the
term – social para-interaction. This has three effects: First, gamers
produce talk and embodied conduct for an audience to which they
have no direct access. Similar to mass media products such as
television, direct address is frequently used to create an intimate
interaction situation, even though there is no immediate feedback
from the audience, and so the audience-centric talk is only based on
assumptions about typical viewers (cf. Ayaß 2005; Hausendorf
2001). Secondly, as the Let’s Players are constantly physically
present in close-up via a facecam, viewers can continuously and
jfml
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closely observe their behavior (cf. Meyrowitz (1985) for a similar
argument in relation to television). Finally, viewers of Let’s Plays are
not able to participate, and importantly, they are not able to
influence the game. All they can do is watch and listen to the
comments of those who are actively involved in playing. Interactivity and immersion are considered to be computer games’ most
attractive features (cf. Freyermuth 2015). Although the term Let's
Play promises a joint gaming experience, both of these features are
lost for viewers of Let’s Plays, as joining a Let’s Play merely means
to be in the role of a spectator (and, therefore, ‘Watch Me Play’ may
actually be a more appropriate name, as suggested by Ackermann
(2016a)). As our examples will show, this inter-passivity or de-interactivization (cf. Pfaller 2008; Ackermann 2016b) is faced by the Let’s
Players by a kind of interactivity by proxy (cf. Ligman 2011). This
means that players convey their own interactive immersion by
letting viewers participate in their immediate experiences. A
prevalent technique to achieve this is by various practices of
embodying avatars.
The first Let’s Plays were created in the year 2006 on the
platform Something Awful.2 These videos are still very popular,
ranking among the most popular videos on YouTube, and
representing almost the entire content of the online live streaming
platform Twitch.3 The German Let’s Player Gronkh, for instance,
has 4.8 million subscribers for his YouTube-channel. PewDiePie, a
well-known global Let’s Player from Sweden, can even record 60
million.
There are two different ways in which Let’s Plays can be
presented. One possibility is to record the gameplay as well as the
video feed including the facecam and upload this video to websites
like YouTube. Another possibility is to livestream the gameplay and
the video feed on special platforms like Twitch. In this case,
spectators usually have the possibility to participate directly via live
chat tools, creating additional opportunities for interaction (cf.
Schmidt/Marx/Neise 2020; Recktenwald 2017). In the following we
focus on recorded Let’s Plays. In contrast to live streams, no
interaction via chat with an audience during gameplay is possible.
In the next section we introduce the notions of embodiment and
tele-presence and argue that they play a crucial role when video
games are presented to an audience.

2 See https://www.somethingawful.com/.
3

Twitch is a live streaming video platform that specializes on live streams of Let’s
Plays.
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3 Presented Gaming, Embodiment and (Tele-)Presence
As mentioned above, when computer gaming is presented for an
audience, a specific kind of participation framework arises involving
three levels: First, a human-machine interaction (HMI) between
gamer(s) and game software; second, interactions between avatars
within a represented virtual reality (VR); and finally, social parainteraction (SPI) between gamer(s) and viewers. The three levels are
intertwined as the first level (HMI) generates the second level (VR)
which in turn provides the content for the third level (SPI). It is this
specific relationship that creates the affordances to embody avatars
for viewers and, by that, to stage (tele-)presence. In the following we
would like to take a closer look at these relationships.
Actions in computer games are usually mediated by movements
of avatars. Players control most of the movements of their avatars
via interfaces using technical devices such as a game controller or a
mouse and a keyboard. The results of the gamers’ control actions are
displayed on screen as movements of their avatars. Like this, players
can monitor the effect of their control actions immediately on
screen. Thus, players and avatars are connected to each other by
means of a cybernetic control loop in which inputs generate
immediate outputs that are, in turn, the basis for further inputs as
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Gaming as cybernetic control loop
The close cycle between the player’s control actions and the avatar’s
movements on screen forms the basis for an interactive and
immersive game experience (cf. Klimmt 2006, 76 et seqq.). When an
avatar, for instance, is knocking at a door in the game world, this
‘action’ is generated by a player’s control action (e.g. by pressing a
certain key on the keyboard). The avatar’s action therefore has two
jfml
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sides: First, it is triggered by a technical operation outside the game
world; second, it is at the same time a representation of an action in
the game world (in this case a ‘door-knocking-action’) that is visually
displayed on the screen. Consequently, immersion is understood as
a (partial) occupation of our senses by the events within virtual
reality (Lombard/Ditton 2006).
This connection between controlling the game (HMI) and
representation of the game (VR) is presented in Let’s Plays in a
certain way for viewers. Only the latter, the represented action, is
visualized in Let’s Plays and thus accessible for viewers. The realworld action of manipulating the controller remains invisible for
spectators (cf. Schemer-Reinhard 2016). For spectators, the
technical control action (e.g. pressing a key) and the representation
of that action on screen (e.g. an avatar knocking at a door) therefore
merge into one action. As a result, the experience (and pleasure) of
playing a computer game is emulated for viewers as the
representation acts as if there is only one relevant level of action,
namely the events in the virtual world. As we will see in the data,
this is additionally enforced by Let’s Players as they often comment
on such actions with expressions such as I’m going to knock at that
door, thereby referring to the avatar’s action as their own action.
Using this kind of footing (cf. Goffman 1981a), the identities of
players and avatars seem to overlap. By saying I’m going to knock at
that door, players refer to both themselves and their avatars
controlled by them as agents of the announced action. Such a
construction of player-avatar-hybrids (cf. Baldauf-Quilliatre/Colón
de Carvajal 2015, 2019) as agents in/of the game through the use of
language enables and enhances illusion and immersion for viewers.
It creates the impression that players are directly active in the play
world.
These affordances enable and constrain a specific kind of
participation framework which is, in turn, the basis of a specific kind
of embodiment of avatars conducted by gamers for viewers. The
notion of embodiment, roughly speaking, emphasizes the reflexivity
of cognition and situated behavior, above all senso-motoric
coordination (Clark 2001; Gibbs 1995; Rohrer 2007; Suchman 1987;
Wachsmuth/Lenzen/Knoblich 2008). Most importantly, cognition is
seen as rooted in the body so that perception is only possible within
a functional cycle of sensing, kinesthetic and movement (Lakoff/
Johnson 2011; Streeck 2008; Streeck/Goodwin/LeBaron 2011).
What occurs as a unit in real life is separated and reconnected via
media technology in computer games. Acting in computer games is
often mediated by avatars generating two poles of agency, the gamer
and the avatar. In addition, gamers are involved in two situations
simultaneously, the situation of playing a game in the real world and
jfml
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the situation of being in a game in the virtual world. For most gamers,
this creates a very enjoyable experience because they feel as if they
really are part of the virtual world when they play, and so for them
the real world can become temporarily replaced by the virtual world
(cf. Klimmt 2006). Players are perceptively and psychologically
immersed (Lombard/Ditton 2006). When gamers embody their
avatars for viewers, they basically convey their own experience of
acting in a virtual world. They reveal their thoughts and construct
access to their (emotional) experiences during their actions. As
outlined above, gamers and their avatars are closely connected.
With respect to agency, they merge into player-avatar-hybrids.
Taking this into account, the verbal and bodily construction of
access to their 'inner states' (thoughts, feelings etc.) is transferred to
their avatars. By that, avatars are equipped with human features
(such as being sensitive, rational etc.).
Virtual reality in computer games, especially if presented in a
point-of-view-perspective, “provide media users with an illusion
that a mediated experience is not mediated” (Lombard/Ditton 2006:
1) which “creates for the user a strong sense of presence”
(Lombard/Ditton 2006: 1). In view of recent developments in the
field of media technology to convey interaction more and more
realistically, traditional notions of presence are questioned (cf.
Licoppe 2015; Spagnolli/Gamberini 2005). Traditionally, presence
was tied to the spatial concept of situation, which means that two (or
more) people are required to be in the same place at the same time
(Goffman 1963; Gumbrecht 2012). With the help of technology,
however, it is possible to create a realistic representation of interaction partners who then appear to be present or at least tele-present
(Höflich 2005; Meyrowitz 1990; Shanyang 2005). In addition, virtual
worlds promote immersive experiences that replace (or at least
superimpose) the perception of a real world by that of the virtual
world creating a strong sense of presence. When users consider
something mediated to be present, they tend to “respond directly to
what they see and hear in a mediated experience, as if what they see
and hear was physically present in their viewing environment [...]”
(Lombard/Ditton 1997: 10). This is exactly what Let’s Players do to
entertain their viewers: They treat the virtual world and react to it
as if it were physically present. In the following we are interested in
Let’s Players’ verbal and embodied practices of creating such a sense
of presence.
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4. Data and Method
To illustrate the core strategies and practices Let’s Players employ
for making Let’s Plays watchable we draw on an example of a socalled ‘blind play’ (where the game has not been played before by
the players) by the popular German player Pan4, who presents a
current computer game from the adventure-action-genre. A few
examples are taken also from multiplayer Let’s Plays, in which
several well-known German Let’s Players participate in a joint
adventure-horror game. The combination of blind play and the
adventure/action/horror genre promises situations that are
potentially unpredictable and/or surprising and therefore both
require explanation by the player(s) and provoke spontaneous
reactions. Selecting popular Let’s Players offers us a chance to pinpoint more typical, well-established practices in this community of
Let’s Players.
Our analysis is based on a screening of ten different single and
multiplayer Let’s Play videos, all published on YouTube (equivalent
approx. 20 hours) and an in-depth analysis of the two selected
videos mentioned above (equivalent to approx. two hours).
In the following section five, we first illustrate briefly the two
focused practices used by Let’s Players to make their presented
video gaming 'watchable' – formulating one’s own actions and
animating avatars via response cries – drawing on two simple and
clear cases (5.1). In the following two sections, we present a more
detailed analysis of both practices (5.2, 5.3).

5 Analysis
5.1 Two central practices and their function for making Let’s Plays
'watchable'
In the following analysis we investigate two highly frequent
practices used by Let’s Players to embody their avatars for viewers.
The first practice relates to formulating one’s own actions, while the
second one deals with animating avatars via response cries.
A very simple example for formulating actions is shown in the
following transcript: The gamer introduced above, Pan, plays a
demo version of the action-adventure game Outlast 2. The
transcript shows her talk (original German with an English translation in bold) as well as important game events (GE) and game
4 Pan is the short form for the pseudonym Pandorya, a well-known German Let’s
Player, and at the same time her nickname as Let’s Player.
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sounds (GS). Special characters (such as * or ~) align non-verbal
events with talk.5 Still images are represented by an extra line
termed Fig, and their exact position in relation to talk is indicated by
a hashtag (#).
Transcript (1): knocking (video 1)
01 P

ich klopf hier einmal *~AN.#
i’m gonna knock here now
GE
*avatar’s
fist/knocking
GS
~knocking sound
Fig
#fig. 3

In this example, Pan is performing a knocking-action with her avatar
which is represented in a point-of-view-perspective (cf. Figure 3).6

Figure 3: Knocking action in point-of-view-perspective
The action is not only carried out by manipulating the avatar but is
also verbalized by saying “Ich klopf hier einmal an”/“I’m gonna

5

Talk is transcribed according to GAT2 (cf. Selting et al. 2009), embodied
conduct according to multimodal conventions following Mondada (2014). For a
more comprehensive overview of the transcription convention used, see
Appendix.

6 Video games in point-of-view-perspective enhance the impression, for players
and viewers alike, to be directly active in the game (cf. Neitzel 2013).
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knock here now” (line 1). With this verbalization, Pan is letting us
know what she is doing. We call such practices formulating actions.
A simple example for animating avatars via response cries is the
following case: Pan’s avatar is hiding in a locker in a deserted
hallway. As she is about to open the door in order to get out again, a
monster suddenly appears in front of the locker. Her strong physical
reaction is accessible via the integrated facecam (FC).
Transcript (2): being scared (video 2)
01 Pan
GE
02 Pan

kannst du mal BITte *wieder;
can you please again
*starts to open the locker-->*

GE

DANke schön das wär super*
thanks that would be great
-------------------------*

GE

$(0.5)
$monster appears suddenly in front of the
locker

03

04 Pan
FC
Fig
05
FC
06 Pan
Fc

*eeeee#hhhhhhh
eeeeehhhhhhh
*distorts the face, tears both hands upwards,
jerks back from the screen
#fig. 4
*(0.5)
*grabs her head with both hands, eyes and mouth
torn open
*huuuuaaa
huuuuaaa
*takes hands down, gets closer to the screen
again

In this example, Pan shows strong embodied reactions to an
unexpected game event, the sudden appearance of a monster. The
extract begins with Pan talking to ‘the game’ by requesting for a
possibility to get out of the locker (line 1), which she thanks for when
she figures out how to reopen the door (line 2). At this point the
monster appears, and after a half-second pause (line 3), Pan moves
her upper part of the body quickly away from the screen and
produces a fright sound accompanied by a corresponding facial
expression (line 4; cf. Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Appearance of a monster and Pan’s scared reaction
With this reaction, she displays a stance (she is shocked) towards an
emergent result in the game (the appearance of a monster). At the
same time, the game event is supplemented by an immediate and
physical reaction of the gamer. Such reactions not only enrich game
events with additional meaning (cf. also Recktenwald 2017), but give
avatars a lively, audio-visually accessible experience. We call such
practices animating avatars.
In the following we argue that there is an inherent relation
between formulating actions as an attempt to make intentions
accessible and animating avatars as displaying spontaneous
reactions which add an emotional dimension to represented game
events. That is, in Let’s Plays, both forms of comments, formulating
actions and animating avatars, can be understood as different but
complementary practices of embodying avatars.
In the following we aim to support this hypothesis by first
discussing practices of formulating actions and, secondly, practices
of animating avatars in order to show their capability to embody
avatars.

5.2 Formulations
Especially in Let’s Plays which are dedicated to an audience, Let’s
Players are forced to make their gaming activities attractive for
viewers. This is done by making them more transparent with the
help of verbal moderation like for example when players tell
viewers what they plan to do next or which problems they may
jfml
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expect (cf. Marx/Schmidt 2019). Within the moderation a frequent
practice is to verbalize one’s own actions. A case in point is the
formulation of the knocking-action as discussed above (“I’m gonna
knock here now”). The way in which Pan formulates this action is
designed to ascribe intentions to the visible actions of her avatar.
Importantly, saying I’m gonna knock is not formulating her action of
manipulating the game controller (like pressing a key to trigger the
knocking action in the game); rather it formulates the result of her
control action, which is an audio-visual representation of an avatar
knocking at a door. By this, her intention to knock in the game by
pressing a certain key is transferred by the game technology to a
visible and accountable action of an avatar in the game world.
Nevertheless, she is using the pronoun I, thereby conflating her own
actions with those of the avatar. Therefore, formulating one’s own
actions in this way equips avatars with plans, intentions and, in the
long run, with rationality. We seemingly get to know why an avatar
is acting in a certain way within the game.
If we have a closer look at the knocking-example with respect to
its temporal structure, we realize that the verbal part precedes the
represented action on the screen, which immediately follows in
slight overlap (Transcript 1 is presented here again as Transcript 3
for convenience):
Transcript (3): knocking (video 1)
0
1

P
GE
GS
Fig

ich klopf hier einmal *~AN.#
i’m gonna knock here now
*avatar‘s fist/knocking
~knocking sound
#fig. 3

This is the typical ordering as it occurs in most of our instances. A
verbal formulation (line 1: I’m gonna knock here now) is followed by
a corresponding action in the game. Thereby both parts are tied
together in a reflexive way, in that the verbal part appears as a
projection and the avatar’s action itself as its fulfilment. This is made
possible by the fine-grained temporal coordination of verbal
projection and embodied implementation. At the same time, game
actions get a verbal label (here: knocking) whereby visually
accessible conduct is unambiguously categorized (here as knocking).
Sometimes next actions are not only verbally projected, but
specific expectations concerning the results of next actions may also
be explicitly anticipated. This is done by embodied conduct
indicating expectations. In the following example Pan is exploring a
room with several doors. One of these doors is half open, which
motivates her to take a closer look at the door. Her exploration is
jfml
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accompanied by facial expressions and shifts in body posture which
indicates anticipated trouble.
Transcript (4): anticipation (video 3)
01 Pan
GE
FC

+(xxx) ^was ist HIER?
(xxx) what is here
+approaches a half-open door--->+
^tilts head to side--->^

GE
FC
Fig

+(0.6)^#(2.23)
+starts to open the door--->+
^pulls tilted head back, twists mouth-->^
#fig. 5

02

03 Pan
FC
GE

YE::^%AH,
yeah
^bends her head forward--->>
%turns on Night Vision--->>

04

(0.4)

05 Pan

+halLO?
hello
+moves towards/through the door

GE

When Pan is approaching the half-open door, she produces the
question what is here? (line 1) which serves as an exploratory
announcement indicating her (following) action as ‘exploring
something’.7 She tilts her head slightly to the side as if she is peeking
carefully at what is behind the door. When she starts to open the
door (line 2) she pulls her tilted head back and twists her mouth (cf.
Fig. 5).

7

For a more extensive analysis of exploratory announcements in Let’s Plays cf.
Marx/Schmidt 2019.
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Figure 5: Facial expression anticipates trouble
By her embodied conduct, especially by her posture shift and her
facial expression (cf. Fig. 5), Pan indicates that she expects to be
scared by a sudden event (as it was the case above with the monster).
But in this case, she makes her expectation of a specific possible
result of her exploring action publicly available before being
confronted with the actual outcome. She maintains her strained (facial) expression for several seconds (line 2), and only relaxes it when
the potentially dangerous situation is resolved, accompanied by a
drawn out Yeah indicating relief (line 3). At the same time she turns
on the night vision to have a better view. Once the danger is over,
she starts to explore what is behind the door (line 4).
Action formulations and embodied expectations (like in the case
before) are not always used in an anticipating function preceding the
next action. They can occur at different temporal positions within an
action process. Besides their occurrence as projections in initial
position (like in the two cases above) they can also appear during
and after action processes. As we will see in the following examples,
they can mark actions as relevant next actions, as ongoing actions or
as completed actions, depending on their temporal positioning.
In the next example, Pan’s avatar moves quickly through a
cornfield. As she performs that action, she repeats the phrase I’m
looking for something, thereby indicating an action as ongoing:
Transcript (5): I’m looking for something (video 4)
01

Pan

02

GE
FC
Pan

jfml
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>>moves through gaming world--->>
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ich SUche was,
i’m looking for something
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Pan

04

Pan

ich
i’m
ich
i’m
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SUche was,
looking for something
SUche was;
looking for something

In this example Pan repeats the formulation I’m looking for
something three times. All three instances are very similar. They use
the same words in the same order, and prosodically they are
produced in a nearly identical manner. This redundancy, achieved
by almost exact repetition, is used to signal that the action is still
underway and not yet completed. As Stivers (2006) has shown, the
main function of multiple sayings is displaying that the turn is
addressing an in-progress course of action. Furthermore, the
repetitions here indicate that there is no change with regard to the
ongoing action process, and especially that it has not yet been
successful.
However, by using the expression looking for something, a
specific kind of outcome is anticipated, which is finding something.
This means that the current action is not only categorized (as looking
for something) and marked as ongoing by accompanying
verbalizations while it is underway, but at the same time it is
prospectively limited by implying a possible end point (finding
something).
Formulations are not only used before and during actions
processes, as in the examples above. They can also be used after the
completion of an action process. However, usually they follow
projections, so that they hardly ever occur alone. Thus, they are
embedded in sequences of projecting a next action, conducting that
action and finally evaluating it afterwards.
In the next example, two such sequences of action are concluded
by evaluative formulations (lines 3 and 6). We join the action when
Pan is exploring a room she has just entered:
Transcript (6): action sequence (video 5)
01
02

GE
Pan

03

Pan
GE

04
05

jfml

Pan

(0.2)
>>focus on a book on a table in a dark room ->*
kann ich das hier LEsen?*
can i read this
*nein kann +ich NICH.
no i can‘t
*defocus book
+focus cupboard/attempt to open--->+
(0.29)
kann ich den SCHRANK–
can i the cupboard
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06

Pan

07

GE
Pan

68

+°h ich kann den SCHRANK a–
°h i can the cupboard o
+zooms in on cupboard >>
°h (.) A:A:H.
°h (.) aah

In this case, two action processes are projected (lines 1 and 5) and
respectively completed by statements about the action's outcome
(lines 3 and 6) which can be understood as evaluations as they assess
the success of the projected actions retrospectively. The first one
starts with an exploratory announcement in form of a question (line
2: can I read this?) followed by a negative evaluation of the action's
outcome (line 3: no, I can’t). The second one is launched in a similar
way by an aborted question (line 5: can I the cupboard…) and
followed by a positive evaluation (line 6: I can the cupboard…).
Between projection (questions: can I…) and evaluation (I can’t/I can)
the projected actions are tested (reading the titles of a book / opening
a cupboard). In both cases the final evaluation signals a completion
of the action process and is bracketed by initial and terminal
formulations. As the second action sequence (cupboard) shows,
verbal formulations are adapted to the pace of visually conveyed
action processes (and not vice versa). Once Pan has managed to
open the cupboard, she aborts her question (line 5) and proceeds
seamlessly to an evaluation (line 6) which she also aborts in favor for
a change-of-state-token8 (a drawn-out ah in line 7) conveying that
she has learned something. The fact that the action sequence try to
open the cupboard is treated as completed at this point is also
indicated by a camera action, the zooming in on the cupboard (line
6). By doing this, Pan switches her focus from opening to exploring
the cupboard.
Interestingly, by formulating their actions before, during and after
their conduction, Let’s Players not only reveal their plans, but
sometimes they project an expected result on the basis of which the
actions can be evaluated afterwards. This becomes particularly
apparent in the case of failures. In the following example Pan
explores a building from the outside.
Transcript (7): failure (video 6)
01
GE
02 Pan
03 Pan

(1.13)
>>focus on a window--->+
ich kann hier REINgucken;*
i can look inside
+°h oke wahrscheinlich kann ich auch da
REINgehn;

8 Cf. Heritage 1984b.
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04 Pan
05
GE
06 Pan
07
08 Pan
09
10 Pan
11 Pan

69

°h okay probably i can also enter there
+panning movement, starts moving--->+
das werd ich ja wo_ma direkt MACHEN,
i will directly do that now
+(1.89)
+moves tw. entrance, tries to open the door-->+
+HÄÄh;
Huh
(0.39)
halLO?
Hello
(0.46)
KANN ich nich;
i can’t
(.) OH;
(.) oh

In this example, visual evidence (line 2: I can look inside) leads to an
inference (line 3: I can also enter) which serves not only as a
projection for a specific kind of next action (entering the house) but
at the same time as a projection of an expected (successful) outcome
(being able to enter the house). After announcing the intention to do
so (line 4: I will directly do that now), the following conducted action
of opening the door of the house fails (line 5) and is commented on
by a response cry-like surprise sound (hääh/huh in line 6), followed
by a summon (hello in line 8). Both reactions convey her disbelief to
have failed. Finally, the action sequence is evaluated with I can’t
(line 10) and a change-of-state-token (a freestanding oh in line 11)
retrospectively contextualizing the action's outcome as surprising
and the information sequence as complete (cf. Heritage 1984b).
By projecting a possible result of her action (being able to enter
the house), Pan makes the conditions of a failure explicit (in this case
not being able to enter) before actually conducting the action. By
this, visually conveyed action processes in the game get both a
projected course by marking start and end points and a normative
structure by projecting expected outcomes. Both contribute to
making Let’s Plays more transparent.
Making action processes transparent in order to involve viewers
is particularly important when it comes to less obvious actions. The
next example is an extended version of transcript 5 where Pan is
moving quickly through a cornfield:
Transcript (8): I’m looking for something (extended) (video 7)
01 Pan
GE
FC

jfml

^oKAY,
oKAY
>>moves through gaming world--->>
^leans slightly forward --->>
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02 Pan
03 Pan
04 Pan
05
GE
06 Pan
GE
07
GE

70

ich SUche was,
i’m looking for something
ich SUche was,
i’m looking for something
ich SUche was;
i’m looking for something
(1.08)&(2.0)
&Night Vision
*DAS suche ich.
that’s what i’m looking for
*water container visible, moves towards it
*(0.92)
*climbs into water container

In this case, if only the images were available, the viewer would see
a flow of movements that is hardly recognizable as a certain activity.
Only the verbal descriptions of this flow of images as looking for
something enables the viewer to comprehend what is happening on
the screen. This example highlights how otherwise apparently
random movements on the screen are framed by the verbal
formulations as rational and accountable activities, in this case as a
process of searching.
Furthermore, the flow of visual representations is packaged into
comprehensible action units, in this example starting with a search
lasting a while (marked by the repetitions in lines 2-5) and ending
successfully, in this case by finding a specific place to hide (a water
container), which is also verbally announced (line 6: that’s what I’m
looking for). Note that the found ‘object’ is not explicitly named but
referred to with the demonstrative pronoun that. By using that (instead of a referential noun like water container), the visually
conveyed game world and the talk about it are reflexively tied
together as we have to scan the images in order to detect the
reference of that. In turn, only by the verbal formulations, parts of
the images get the status of a searched/found object. Moreover, by
indexically referring to the game world, Pan makes her perception
relevant. To understand the meaning of that, we have to see the
game world with her eyes or – as Hausendorf (2003) has put it – we
are invited to perceive her perception.

5.3 Animations via response cries
Game events are not only verbally formulated, but also commented
on via exclamations or (in Goffman’s words) via response cries which
convey a bodily involvement and a player’s stance towards actual
game events. Having access to reactions of the player that appear
spontaneous (transmitted via facecam) makes the game more
transparent and attractive for viewers. A case in point is the shock
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reaction of the player Pan described above, when suddenly a
monster appeared (cf. transcript 2).
Reactions of this kind are very frequent. In our selected 30minutes Let’s Play from the player Pan, response cries occur every
30 seconds on average; altogether we found more than 105 instances
(for a compilation see video 8). They occur in lexicalized forms (such
as shit, oh my god etc.) and non-lexicalized forms (e.g. shock cries as
in the monster example, or pain cries, cf. below). They are related
to various events, such as sudden game events (cf. transcript 2),
anticipated game events caused by own actions (cf. transcript 6), the
game control, status displays or simply the development of the story
within the game. Depending on how demanding the game is at a
certain point, forms, functions and density of response cries may
vary. Especially when the game gets particularly thrilling, the use of
response cries increases and tends to replace verbal comments
overall. Furthermore, response cries play a crucial role in structuring
and constructing action processes and thereby assign meaning to the
images conveyed by the computer game (cf. section 5.2 above).
Sometimes they animate avatars in terms of reacting or speaking on
their behalf (see below the comments on pain cries and interaction
with non-play-characters).
What all cases have in common is that the use of response cries
connects game events with players’ displayed emotional stances and
thus roots them in physical experience. Often the results of players’
announced actions are qualified affectively afterwards by response
cries (cf. transcript 6). Goffman (1981b) has argued that response
cries are designed to convey an internal state without doing it in an
explicit communicative way (cf. also Baldauf 2002, Heritage 1984b).
Saying Ooops in a public place, e.g. if you are stumbling over a step,
signals to all those present within earshot that the stumbling person
realized that it was an accident. In this way, it is framed as an
exception and, by that, individuals show that they are normal
members of society who are aware of their misconduct. At the same
time, uttering Ooops does not oblige anybody to engage in an
interaction or conversation. Response cries can be registered
without any comment. One reason for that is that they are read,
partly because of their non-lexicalized sound structure, as direct
reactions of the body, which are then more of an indicator or an
indexical sign than a full-fledged symbol or sign such as lexical units
like words. Response cries are therefore seen as more rooted in
autonomous reactions of the body than verbal assertions, for
instance, which may refer to the same or similar circumstances.
Their notoriously ambivalent status between autonomous bodily
reactions and deliberatively produced communicative acts
constitutes their specific functional potential.
jfml
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As research on board games (cf. Hofstetter 2020) and computer
gaming has shown (cf. Aarsand/Aronsson 2009; Baldauf-Quilliatre
2014; Piirainen-Marsh 2012), response cries are used frequently
when playing (video) games. They are not only an expression of
involvement in the game but are also used continuously to convey
to fellow players, spectators and recipients how the players
experience individual game events.
Interestingly, although the gaming experience is conveyed
through a virtual character, the avatar, which has no real body and
no feelings, the player's reactions also include response cries that
suggest direct contact with the “material” world in the game. This
holds, for instance, for pain cries, like in the following collection of
examples from a multiplayer-Let’s Play in which four participants
(A, B, C, D) play the adventure-horror-game Dead by Daylight.9
Transcript (10): collection of pain cries (video 9)
(a) whiny voice
01 A
GE
02 D

D’s name hör mal auf zu STRUGgeln jetz;
name of D stop struggling now
>>D on shoulder of A; A moves towards place of
execution>>
°hh° <<weinerliche Stimme> lass mich runTE:R–>
°h h° <<whiny voice> let me down >

In this extract, gamer A, who plays a killer, carries the injured avatar
of D on his shoulders in order to execute him. While being carried,
D tries to escape by making his avatar struggle hard (which A
complains about jokingly in line 1). While D is carried by the killer,
he whines quietly and pleads with a whiny voice to release him. He
therefore lets his avatar express pain and let him talk to the killerfigure played by A.
(b) ouch (simplified)
01 C
GE
GS
02
03 C

ihr müsst natürlich LEIse *~sein;
you need to be quiet of course
>>C fixes generator
*C gets electric shock
~banging sound
(0.43)
AUa SCHEIßeouch shit

9 In Multiplayer Let’s Plays the participants are in different places and play an
online game together. They are connected via voice conference software (cf.
Marx/Schmidt 2019).
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In this extract, C tries to fix a generator while talking about something else (line 1). He fails and gets an electric shock (line 1). In
reaction to this, C produces a pain cry and a swearword (line 3: ouch
shit).
(c) ahh
01 B
02 C
GE
GE
GS
GE
FCc
Fig.
03 A
04 D

glaube wir %~*könn da hier ^#[(xxx)]
believe we can here xxx
[!AH! ]
ah
>>C runs in crouching position
%A hits C with machete from behind
~stroking sound
*C falls over
^moves back, eyes
wide open
#Fig.6
du HUM[pelst nich mehr,]
you’re not limping any more
[NEI:N NEI:N;
]
no no

In this example, the killer (A) hits C with a machete from behind (line
2). C shrugs back from the screen with his eyes wide open and cries
out loud (line 2), drowning out the end of B's prior utterance (line 1).
Partly overlapping with A’s ironic comment (line 3), C comments on
his situation by saying no twice in a modulated voice (line 4).
In this collection of examples, represented physical states and
pains of avatars caused by virtual events are embodied by the
players producing both vocal sounds such as pain cries, whining and
moaning, and embodied conduct such as bodily position changes
and facial expressions accessible via the integrated facecam. Figure
6 shows C’s reaction when hit by the killer from behind.
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Figure 6: C’s reaction when hit by the killer
The physical expressiveness indicates not only their involvement in
the game but adds more liveliness to the overall experience of
watching the gameplay.10 Pain cries in particular appear to be
directly connected to physical experiences (cf. Ehlich 1985; Mannheim 1980).
The animating effect of response cries gets especially obvious
when gamers speak as avatars with non-play characters (NPC)11 as in
the next collection of examples:
Transcripts (11): collection of interaction with NPC (video 10)
(a) leave me in peace
01
GS
GE
GE

*+(0.81)
>>threatening music>>
*NPC reaches for her and tries to hold her>>
+tries to escape>>

10 In television studies, 'liveliness' basically means – following Tolson (2006) – the
impression of spontaneous (inter)actions despite their staged character, which
leads to “(…) performances which are like acting in some ways but are not
‘actorly’” (11). Comparable concepts are Fairclough’s “conversationalization”
(1995, 8), Goffman’s (1981a) “fresh talk”, Ochs’ (1979) “planned unplanned
discourse” and Clark’s “extemporaneity” (1996, 9). In our case, it is not only and
not primarily the (apparently) unscripted talk what enables the impression of
liveliness but also and in particular the (apparently) spontaneous bodily
reactions to virtual events in the game.
11 Non-play characters (NPC) are characters in the game that are not controlled by
a human player, but by the software of the game.
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02 Pan
03
GE
04 Pan
05
GS
06 Pan
07
08 Pan
09
10 Pan
GS
11
12 Pan
13
14 Pan
15 Pan

75

!FUCK!,
Fuck
*(0.22)
*fast camera movements
<<lachend> WOAH SCHEIße >
<<laughing> wow shit >
~(1.78)
~hittig sound
!NEIN!,
No
(0.29)
LASS mich;
leave me in peace;
(0.42)
LASS ~mich;
leave me in peace
~hitting soundsound, puffing sound
(0.92)
lass mich RAUS,
let me out
(0.55)
LASS mich einfach raus;
just let me out
*lass mich einfach RAUS,
just let me out
*escapes und flees>>

In this extract, Pan is suddenly attacked by an NPC (line 1) which
tries to catch her. During the whole extract she tries to escape and
get rid of him. First, she comments on her situation via response
cries (fuck in line 2, wow shit in line 4, no in line 6), later she
addresses the NPC directly telling him to stop (lines 8–15). As she
slowly manages to free herself, her voice gets calmer and softer (lines
14 and15).
(b) no no no no no
01
GE
GS
02 Pan

GE
03 Pan
04 Pan

jfml

(1.0)*(0.2)~(1.0)
*NPC approaches, reaches for her
~hitting sound
*NEI:N nein nein nein nein ~nein nein
nein nein nein nein nein nein nein nein
nein nein,
no no no no no no no no no no no no no no
no no no
*escapes and flees>>
~hitting sound
lass mich in RUhe,
leave me in peace
lass mich in RUhe.
leave me in peace
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As in the extract before, Pan is attacked and pursued by an NPC (line
1). This time she is able to escape a scuffle and flees directly. Her
escape is accompanied first by a series of response cries (multiple
noes in line 2), later by direct calls to the NPC to leave her alone
(lines 3 and 4). Furthermore, her multiple sayings display that her
turn is addressing an ongoing ‘action’ (Stivers 2006), in this case of
an NPC.
As Aarsand/Aronsson (2009) have argued, animating avatars is a
common way of engaging in joint gaming. In the above examples,
Pan uses several response cry-like expressions (like outcries,
negation particles etc.) when she is attacked by a non-play character.
She not only reacts to game events but stages them as an interaction
with a real counterpart. By using imperatives, for instance, (like get
away from me, leave me in peace etc.), and a stronger voice, she
treats the non-play character as a person-like figure that can change
his behavior through interaction. This results in a more animated
nature of her gameplay and the presented actions of her avatar.

6. Conclusion
Using the example of Let’s Plays, we have shown the close
connection between affordances, participation framework and
practices of Let’s Players to make their gaming ‘watchable’. Let’s
Plays are video games in which players get involved in a virtual
world by using software. Involvement basically means that the control actions of players are translated into represented movements of
avatars on a screen which are interpreted as actions in a virtual
world. As players and game/avatars are closely interconnected
through a cybernetic control loop, actions of players get immediate
feedback. This is the precondition of being immersed in a virtual
world. Immersion means that our sense of presence has shifted from
the real world to a virtual world. One indicator for immersion in a
virtual world is that players sense and react to virtual rather than real
world events. The pleasure and attractiveness of video games is
largely the result of this possibility to be active and immersed in a
virtual world.
That said, video games are not, at least not in the first place, made
to be presented to an audience. The sense of being present in a
virtual world that video games enable is first off only a gratification
for active players, not for those who watch how others play. To
make watching video gaming attractive, Let’s Players try to convey
this sense of presence to the audience.
Two aspects, as we have seen, are crucial for achieving this: First
off, the screen representation of Let’s Plays involves the game play
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itself and the player appearing in a facecam. By simultaneously
representing the game and those who play the game in a split-screen
mode, the most important feature of video games is highlighted: its
close connection between control actions and actions in a play
world in form of a cybernetic control loop. Like this, for viewers,
game actions and reactions of the player(s) are directly related.
Based on this tele-presence, the viewers are able to vicariously
experience the players’ sense of presence continuously and
immediately.12
Secondly, as we have shown, Let’s Players have to invest a lot of
work to actively achieve this kind of illusion. They are continuously
oriented towards their viewers providing them with comments on
their actions in the running game. Thereby they stage tele-presence
with regard to viewers. For instance, saying I’m now going to knock
at that door while performing this action in the game world is
constructed to make the move in the game tangible for viewers. Its
construction systematically takes viewers into account thereby
staging their own experience with the goal to create a lively
representation of their sense of presence (which is then, given the
mediated character of Let’s Plays, a kind of tele-presence).
As we have shown, Let’s Players basically draw on two kinds of
practices to convey their sense of presence when playing the game.
On the one hand, they formulate their game actions in order to give
action processes a recognizable and rational structure, thus making
them more comprehensible. On the other hand, they produce
response cries in reaction to game events. Producing response cries
during the game not only indicates high involvement and apparently
grants viewers access to players’ emotions, but also contributes to an
animation of avatars. Both formulating actions and animating avatars
via response cries are part of embodying avatars. Formulating
actions equips avatars with cognition (e.g. intentions), animating
with sensibility (e.g. pain sensation). Both practices interact to make
the visual events on screen understandable as actions. By bringing
intentions (or more general: inner processes of consciousness) and
external behavior together through spoken discourse (mainly by
formulating actions) and embodied conduct (mainly by animating
avatars via response cries) gamers facilitate the perception of avatars
as full-fledged persons/characters. This is an important precondition
12 Basically, this rests on mechanisms of vicarious role-taking, which is always
relevant when we observe the conduct of others (cf. Ellis/Streeter/Engelbrecht
1983). In our case, the prerequisites for this are the continuously and immediately conveyed images of both the game actions and the reactions of players
in the facecam, which make ‘playing a video game’ a present-like – or a telepresent – experience (cf. Clark (1996, 9 et seq.) for immediacy as a feature of
face-to-face-interactions).
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to understanding and thus to enjoying what is happening on the
screen.
Our contribution focused on practices of Let’s Players which
enhance an ‘illusive’ (Rapp 1973) experience of viewers. Such
practices are designed to create the impression that players are
directly active in the play world and that their avatars are capable of
acting. However, Let’s Players are not only deploying practices
which are designed to create illusion (for viewers). There are
instances in which they talk with their avatars, with the game itself
(as in transcript 2) or in which they meta-communicate the fact of
playing a video game (e.g. by discussing the production of the video
game, its narration or the game control). Instead of concealing the
process of mediation (as practices of embodying avatars do), metacommunicative practices disclose the impression of being present in
a virtual world. Such practices do not create illusion, rather they
destroy them. They are not illusive, they are ‘inlusive’, that is they
are creating distance instead of immersion (cf. Rapp 1973). Further
research is needed to explore this intricate relationship between
opaqueness and transparence or illusion and inlusion in remediations such as Let’s Plays.13

7. Appendix
Conventions for the notation of physical activities (cf. Mondada
2014)
Nonlinguistic events and activities
•
•
•

appear after the abbreviations GE, GS, FC, and Fig
in lines following pauses or conversation activities
(without own number)
are aligned with conversation/pauses with the help of
special characters (like *, ~, + etc.) indicating the beginning
and (if relevant) the end of events

13 Following Bolter/Grusin (2000), Let’s Plays are understandable as a form of remediation as they mediate an already existing medium, the video game (see also
Ackermann 2016b). Re-mediations can be opaque, then they promote the illusion of the re-mediated medium, or they can be transparent, then they expose
the illusion of the re-mediated medium. In our contribution, we focused on
practices which enhance an opaque re-mediation of video games in Let’s Plays.
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Further conventions for the notation of physical movement
--->
--->$
$
>>
>>

movement continues
movement continues after the line until reaching
the same sign
continues after transcript ends
starts before transcript
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